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Against a stunning backdrop of thousandsof galaxies, this odd
Iooking galaxy with the long streamerof stars appearsto be racing
through space,like a runaway pinwheel firework.
This picture of the galaxy UGC 10214 was rakenby rhe Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS), which was installed aboafd NASA'S
Hubble Space Telescope in March during Servicing Mission 38.
Dubbed the "Tadpole," this spiral galaxy is unlike the textbook images
of stately galaxies.lts distorted shapewas causedby a small interloper, a very blue, compact galaxy visible in the upper left corner of the
more massiveTadpole. The Tadpole residesabout 420 million lightyears away in the constellationDmco.
Seen shining through the Tadpole'sdisk, the riny inrruder is likely
a hiFand run galaxy that is now leaving the scene of rhe accident.
Strong gravitational forces from the interactioncreatedthe long tail of
debris, consisting of stars and gas that stretch out more than 280,000
lighFyears.
Numerousyoung blue starsand star cluste$, spawnedby the galaxy
collision, afe seenin the spiral arms,as well as in the long "tidal" tail of
stars.Each of thesecluste$ representsthe formation of up to about a
million stars.Their color is blue becausethey contain very massive
stars,which are about l0 times hotter and I million times brighter than
our Sun. Once formed, the star cluste$ become redder with age as the
most massiveand bluest stars exhaust their luel and bum out. These
clusters will eventually become old globular clusters similar to those
fbund in essentiallyall halos ofgalaxies, including ourown Milky Way.
Two prominent clumps of young bright blue stars in the long tail
are separatedby a "gap" - a sectionthat is fainter than the rest of the
tail. Theseclumps of stars will likely becomedwarf galaxiesthat orbit
in the Tadpole'shalo.
The galacticcamageand torrent ofstar birth are playing out against
a spectacularbackdrop:a "wallpaper pattern" of 6,000 galaxies.These
galaxies representtwice the number of those discovered in the leg
endary Hubble Deep Field, the orbiting obserr'atory's"deepest"view of
the heavens,taken in 1995 by the Wide Field and PlanetaryCamera2.
The ACS picture, however, was taken in one{welfth the time it took to
observe the original Hubble Deep Field. In blue light, ACS seeseven
fainter objects than were seen in the "deep field." The galaxies in the
ACS picture, like those in the deep field, stretch back to nearly the
beginning of time. They are a myriad of shapesand rcpresentfossil
samplesof the universe'sl3-billion-year evolution.
The ACS image is so sharpthat astronomerscan identify distantcolliding galaxies, the "buildinS blocks" of galaxies, an exquisire
"Whitman'sSampler"ofgalaxies, and many extremelyfarawaygalaxies.
ACS made this observation on April I and 9, 2002. The color
image is constructedfrom three separateimagestaken in near-infrared,
orange,and blue filters.
Credits: NASA, H. Ford (Johns Hopkitls Universi\'), G. Illingworth
(Uii|ersit!* of Califontia, Santa Cruz, and Lick Observatory-),M.
Clantpin and G. Hartig (Space TelescopeSciencehl itute), the ACS
Science tean, antl the European Space Agencl,.
You can get images and other information about the Hubble Space
Telescopeon the World Wide Web.
Visit http://www.stsci.edu/outreach and fbllow the links.
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